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FOREWORD

This research .and development was conducted under the sponsorship of -the Defense
.AdvariCesd Research Proje:ct Anncy and is relatIod to .studies of criterion-relerenced
te.sting being conducted at this/Center. Information resulting from this testing will be
incorporated in a. testing _Manual being prepared by the Navy Personnel Research and
Development 'Center. This manual will 'be used operationally by the Chief of Naval
education and Training, the Chief of Naval Technical s Training, and the chift of Naval
Education and Training SupportIspetifially, the Instructional ProgriX' Plevelopment
Centers).

A previous report, NPROC. TR 78-23 of June 1978, ciescrit;ed the beginning phases of
a contractual -effort aimed at exarnirling the qualities of test 9uestiohs wriften from a
'variety of methods. This report describ* a replitation and extenskon of that worls.
Results will be considerid in further development of algorithmic procedures for generat-

.ing test luestions frm prose materials.

Appreciation is expressed to Dr. John R. Bormuth of the Universiti of Chicago, and
Dr. Jason Millmansof Cornell University, who were consultants for this project.

Dr. pat-Anthon/ Federicp of this Cente l. served as the Contracting Offkceif. Technical
Representative.

DONALD F. PARKER
eommanding Officer
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SUMMARY

PrOblemind Background

.*

Methods 'for writing test questices or items, particularly for critetion-relerenced
testing, ati needed that are (1) based on a logiCally defined relationship between 'the
instructional materials and the test, items written to asaess learning from those materials,
and (2) capable.ol prbducing itemi that tan be easily replicated by many test dexalopers.
Stich methOcls 'should'allow tests' tO become more scAntific instruments and contribtite to'
the ladvancement or instructional t-esearch, educational Afaluation, and the ust of test
data in forfning public .

In an earlier stLidy (NPRDC T.R 78-23), an attempt was made to refine a methOd .of
objectively, generating multiple-choice test questions by transforming sentences Irom
prose instructional materials aq51 developing ioils or question alternatiyer by an; al-
gorithmic method. In that study, selected ipstructional material was computer-analiceed
to idehtify .high information .words-..those that are relatively rare in American Eng-
lish-f and to determine the text frequency of those words. Twenty high infbrmation nouns
and adjectives--10 rare singletons, and 10. keywords--were selected for,, use as questions
,Words.. Singletons are high information, words that occur oonly. once In a passate; add
keywdrds, those that occur more than once. Twenty sentenas were then selected fot

,transformation into itent.by four' item writers: FiVe of these Sentences Included rarek
shIgleton ,nouns; five, rare singleton adjectives; ti\ve, keywdd nouns; and five, keyword ;
adjectives.

The four item 'writers transformed the selected sentences by ubsti3iting the question
words with .wh-words (who, what, etc.), and generated item" foils or re onse alternatives
both informally and with an algorithmic methad. This resulted In 160 items-20 seletted
sentences transformed by four item writers using, two foil metilpds--that were organized
into eight 20-item test fOrms. These test forms were administfred to 24 subjects7-three
to each formbefore .(pietest) and after (posttest) they studied the instructional
material. Care was taken to ensure that students completed different test forms oil the
two test occasions. .Average pretest and posttest item difficulty, as determined by .the.
percentage.of subjects who answered the question correctlyowere computed for items.(1)
produced, by each of the four writers, (2),derived from each of the fOur types of question
words, and (3) with foils generated by each of the tWo methods.

Results indicated that rare singleton no"uns and adjectives and keyword adjectives are
promising candidates for uie as question words in developing questions that 'test learning
from prose. Keyiford nouns, however, are not good candidates.It was concluded that the
methods used to generate foils algorithmically wete feasible. Although foils produced by
these methddi were someWhat easier than those generaje&by item writers,' they still
appeared to produce a significan't sbift in aifficulty from pretest to posttest whsri
instruction was provided between testing sessions.

Pimpose

The purpose of this study (.i.as" to extend or replicate the earlier study. It is expected
that the results will forrn,the basisfo'additional development of algorithmic procedures

4or generating test questions from prose materials.
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Approach
.*

The eight forms vie adininiiitered tO 249 high school students before and after they
had studied the instrtktional material. For 'gotb pre- and posttest, about 30 students were
andomky assigned to each of the:test forms. Care was taken, however, to ensure that the
forms Olministered to each subject on the two test occasions weri different.

To obtain #able estimates of item difficolty, test results from the earlier,study were
combined with those obtained in this study. Thut# the total number of subjects was 273 '
(24 'college students and 249 high school students). A repeated measures analysis of
variance was used to examine differences-41p item difficulties between (i) the four item
-wr1ters,-42)- Tthe--two-parts---ofspeedr-dtbwestion vro-rti47-(3)-1V- two types of text
frequencies (keyword and rare singletons), (4) the two foil types, and *(.5) the two test
occasions.

2Results
8,

1. Items based on rare singleton noun* and adjectives and- keyword adjectives'
.showed a signifkant change in hem difficulty from pretest to posttest, indicating that
such items are useful in learningfrom the type of prose used In the study.,

2. Items derived from keywbrd nouns produced,low quality ItemsrprImartly because
the sentences theroccurred in werrusually introductory sentences of kseberal nature.

3. The two types of foils proved to be almost equally effective for fearnIng, as
evidenced 1:116 the similarity in posttest item difficulty.. Those generated by ftem writer.s,
however, were considerably harder on the pretest and showed a higher change in item
difficulty from pretest to posttest than did those generated algorithrtkically.I

4. - No significant differences between Item writers were 'fdund, indicating that the
sentence transforrhation methods employed apparently' neutralized the 'effects ,of item
writer bias that has been found In other studies of item, Writing.

f

1

-
4

.
- . '

. ., A

The concept of
4

using a corhputer-based algorithm to Analyze prose instructional .

inaterials and to idbntify high information words appears ta be workable.. .1-Ugh ;
information rare. Singleton nouns or adjectives) as well as keyword adjeetival that occur. '

N no mbre than three times, appear to be good candidates for question words. ke word
nouns, 'however, apparently are not. good candidates) particularly when they occur n,

. general introductory sentences.

Recommendations .. . .
.I: Rare singleton houn .s.. and adjectlies and keyword adjectives that occur Infre-

quently in instructional material should be used to telect sentencesifrom prose passaikes
lot transformation.into questions that measure eading .comprehension. Keyword nouns
should not be used, partidularly when,they occui in general introductory sentences.. ,

2. Methods of algorithmically generati4 foils for multiple-choiCe versions of
, sentence-derived questions slAeuld'be furtherl, refined arid applied 4n a variety bf subject

'matter areas. \
. .. .

.10.
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INTRODUCTIQPI

Problem

Methods. for writing test questions' or iterris, particularly for criterion-referenced
testing, are needed that are WI) ed on a logically defined relationship ?betweeii' the

., instructional materials ahd the test items written to.assess fearnin. rom those materials,
(2) defined by a set of operations open to public inspection, capable of- producing
items that can-be easily replicated by many test develope,,,- uch methods should allow
tests to become. more scientific instruments and conS ib e to the advancement of
instructional research, educational evaluation, and the use f test data in forming .public
policy.:

Background .

Roid and Finn (1978) attempted to refine a method of objectively generating
multiple-chOice, test questions by 'transforming sentences from prose instructional mate-
rials and developing foils or questiop alternatives by an algorithmic method. A prose
passage on insect development (see appendix), which was ,written for approximately the
high school level, wv selected ter use fhhe Roid and Fibn study. Items (stems and foils)
to test learning fro6 this passage were developed using the following procedure:

1. The selected smaterial was computer-analyzed to identify higtC information
wordsthose that are relatively rare in American' Englishand to determine the text
frequency of those words. Twenty high information nouns, and adjectives-10 "rare

. singletons and 10 keywords--were selected for use as question words. Singletons are high
.infornvtion words that occur only once in a pagsase; and keywords, words that occur more
than once.

2: TOenty ,sentences were theri selected for .Zransformation into multiple-thoice
items by four item writers. Five of these sentences included rare singleton nouns; five,
rare singleton adjectives; five, keyword nouins; and five, keYword adjectives.

3. The stems for these multiple-choicelteins were produced by substituting the
question words' with wh-words (who, what, etc.). For example, the rare singleton
"silverfish" appeared in tt3e following sentence: "The mostprimitive insects, such as the
silverfish, do not go through metamorphosis." for this sentence, one writer producea the
,following item stem: "The mast primitive insects, such as what, do not go through
metamorphOsis?" Next, for each of the 20 sten? items produced, each writer produces)
two sets of foils or alternatives. One set was produced informally by the writer; and the
other, by an algorithmic method. For example, for the aboye item stern,. the writer/au-
ttior 'produced the followinpoils:

OP'

a. InfbrmallyButterflies, Silverfish, Canine, and Cicadas.
b. AfgorithmicallySilverfish, Females,-Individuals, ahd Wasps.

.ThiS peocess resulted in 160 multiple-choice items: 20 selected sentences trans;
formed by four item writers using two foil methods. For a given instance, the stems, as
well as the foils produced informally by the writers,' were,cOmparable but not identical.
The foils produced algorithmically, however, were the same actoss items/writers.
Examples are provided in the appendix.

.
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. . To generate fads for the rare'singleton aAd keyword nOuris, those selected su guest ionword's were:-Classilied semantically using.the method de oped by -Frederidcse (19r5),which is.,-.shoWn ln Figure I. Jo illustrate, using thI method, the singleton ,noun'".silverf}sh" wouktbe class!fted its a concrete, processivei unimate noun (41). Other'rare-keyword nouns in-fhe paSsage that also:met this classification were thenelect.eci rarydom to -"reale foils: Those selected as foi1 -for rsilverfisN' using thismethod.were "femaleser "indixidufls," and "wasps,:as.inclicated above., .
. ..,.:.- .

1..

A.NIMATt.'
41

.(ANIMAL,-MAN, tNSECT, JOHN)

hOGReS
..

..* ....,( * CHANGE) -.NONSYMBOL -
iC .

'4NANIMATE ,.,

a"--"r----":.

CONCRETE

STATIC

SYMBOLIC

(-- CHANGE)

ABSTRACT

44
(BOOK, LETTER, FCICTURE,)

45
(ROCK, HOUSE, SHOVEL)

t.

SYMBOLIC-
42

(MOVIE, dAME, SONG, SPEECH) -

4.

-

.1

NO4py'MUfici1.

(WIND,'HEAT. NOISE, PRESSURE)

PRO-CESSI-VE-ABStRACT

(LOVE, HOPE)

STATIC-ABS-MAGI

(LENGTH, POUNDS, SIZE).

Figure 1. Fredericksen's semantic classification of nouns.

To generate foils for the adjective question words, all rare singleton and keykrordadjeCtives in the 'prose passage (not just those Selected as question words) wereilassifiedusing semantic differential techniques (Nunnally, 1967; pp. 136-538). In reseirch usingthese techniques , adjectives are typically classified based on their (1) evaluation (e.g.,good or bad), (2) potency (e.g., strong or ,weak), (3) activity (e.g., fast or slow), and (4)familiarity (e.g., simpleiror complex). In 'addition to these fpur categories, rare 'singletonrd keyword adjectiveS in the prose passage were classified aCcording to Whether or notthey could be considered as "techriical" words. This latter category is particularlY usefulin technically-oriented Material, particularly for grouping adjectives thit relate eto acertain noun.

- After these adjectives were classified air cordihg to these five categories, they wereanalyzea as to their familiarity, using the nale-Chall (1948) list of 3000 familiar words."Ifthey were included in that list, they were not used as foils because they were too familiarand, thus, too easy. Approximately 50 adjectives passed this screen sand qualified for useas foils. From this group, foils were developed by randomly selecting those having'the

46
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same classification as the adjective qu estio'n, words (i.e., as to elevation, potency, etc.).
Fiji- ex&mple, ttrose selected for the rare- singleton "puPal" were "nymphal," "parasitic,"
and Winse'cf".(see appendix). , . .. ..

(- : -' .
.

From the 160..item.s,,eight 20-itemNtest forms were 'developed. Each test included
five itemsigenerated Iron) rare singletop nouns; five,-irom*keyword notins; five, from rare
singleton adjectives; apd fiveb, from keyword adjectiles. in, addition, test forms were
orgahized so that each iricluded five items from each of the four item writers, tog items
with foils ,generated ,informarly by the item writers, and ten. items.with fbijs, generated
algorithmically. The internal cohsistency reliability estimites (Kuder-Richardson Reli-
abi4ity Formula Number 20) averaged .63 for these test forms.
,.

The-eight forms were administered to 24 students from the Oregon College of
Education before (pretest). Snd affer (posttest) they had studied the prose gassage on
insectdeVelopment. For both pretest and posttest,. three.subjects were,randomly assigned*
to each of the eight test forms; care was t en, however, -to ensure that the pretest and
posttest forms administered to each-student were differerrt.

Average pretest and postfest item'difficulties, as determined by the percentages of
studenis`who answered the item correctly, were computed for items (1) produced by each
of the four writers! (2) derived from each of the four types of question words, and (3)with
foils either generated informally by the wtheri or algorithmically. Also, a nonparametric
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Wilson, 1956) was -used to examine differences in item
difficulties between (I) the four item writers,00) the foUr question word types, (3) the two
foil types, and (4) the two test occasions. A

Results showed that items based- on rare singleton nouns and adjectives'. and keywOrd
adjectives showed a significant change in item-, difficulty from pretest to posttest,
indicating that such items are useful in learning from the type of prose used in the study.
Items derived hot-A keyword nouns however, produCed low quality. items, primarily
because the sentenes they occurredtin were usually introductory sentences of a general
nature.

The two types of foils proved to be almost equally effective for learning, as
evidenced by the similaritrin posttest item difficulty. Thus, Roid and Finn concluded

-that the methods they used for generating foils were-feasible. Although foils produced by
these methods were somewhat easier than those generated by item writers, they still
appea'red tO produce a significant shift in difficulty from pretest to posttest when
instruction, was proliided between testing sessions.

Finally, the results of theANOVA showed a strong mean effect for test occasions,
which indiCates that all types of items were effective for learning. There was also a main
effect for word type, which'was caused by the easier items derived from keyword nouns,
as noted above. Finally, there were two significant three-way interactions: (1) writers by
Word type.by pretest-posttest and (2) writers by Joil types by pretest-posttest. The first
was caused, by variations in item difficulties in items produced by the different writers;
and the second, by the fact that one writer generated better foils than the others.

Purpose r

the purpose of this study was to extend or replicate the Roid and Finn study. It is
expected'that the results will form the basis for additional development of algorithmic
proceiiures for generating test questions from prose Materials.

3
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. APPROACH

/7
.

Subjects

'

;-
The eight I,orms developed in the Roid and Finn stOdy 4ere administered to 249tigh

school studerus before (pretest) and after (posttrst) they had studied' the passage on I ect
developmeotir.. For both pretest and posttest, approximately 30 subjects were randomly
assigned.to each of the eight test forms. Carte was taken, however, to ensure that the
pretest and posttest forms administeied to each subject were different.

11

Analysis

For purposes of analysis, test results from the earlier study were combined with those
. obtained in this study. Thus, the total number of subjects was 273 (24 college Oudents

and 249 high school students). Since the number -of subjects reponding to vial test form
varied from 27 to 38 on the pretest and from 23 to 33 on the' posttest, it was possible to
obtain quite -stable estimates of item difficulties. A repeated-tMeAures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) (4 x2xZx '2 x 2 factorial ct§ign) was used to examine differences in
item difficulties between -(1} the four --item-writarsr 42-the two parts of...speech(adjectives
and nouns) of question words, (3) the two types of text frequencies (keyword and rare
singletons), (411 the two foil types (writer''s choice and algorithmic),'and (5) the two test

-occasions (pretOst and posttest).
.

With-.160 items given on two occasions, the analysis had 320 data points, andlive
replications per cell. The ANOVA, which was conducted on the item difficulties fOr items
in each cell of the design, is 'useful for determining Ilibe "instructional sensitivity" of
items. A significant main effect for tizte pretest-posttest factor would indicate that
pretest diflicülties were significantly different from posttest d1fficulties for all item's. A
significant interactiOn effect involving the pretest-posttest factor would indicate that
certain types of items differed in the pattern of their pretest and postteit difficulties.

C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIcr

ANOVA Results

Table 1, whiCh presents the results of the analysis of "variance VN.OVA) of item
difficulties, shows that the strongest effect was the main effect for teif occasions (R)1
This finding'indicates that, across all types of items, the percentage of subjects getting
pretest items correct was lower than the .percentage of subjects getting posttest items
correct. In ottier wards, most items showed instructioqpriensitivity. Tabte 2 shows that
pretest item difficulties averaged 47.6 percent across all items; and posttest item
difficulties, 74.4 percent. This indicates that the subjects did learn by.reading from the
passage, even though nearly half were able to guess the correct answer to most questions

,..on-the pretest. With four-option rhultiplechoice items such as thlose used in' this study,
excellent items should show pretest difficulties nearer to the level of random guessing
(25%).

.c.

Two important findings of this experiment west- the main effect of-Out of speech (P)
and the interactioh of P and the repeated measure (RP), as shown in Table 1. An
inspection of Tablet 3--P and RP interaction effectsreveals that items t.iised on noun
question words were sisnificantly easier overall 'then were items based on adjec-
tives-6546 vs. 56.3 percent. Also, 'the diffetrence between pretest and posttest
difficulties was greater for nouns than for ,adjectives (290 vs. 24.1%) (untabled), which .

4
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; TaOle 1

Repeated Measpres AnalySis ot Variance.on _Item
Difficulties of Items of Each.Type

Source 4 df F

I.

W (Writers) 3 .23F (Foil Type) - . 1 .15I

*P (Noun vs. Adjective)
1 IL 99

S (Keyword vs. Rare Singleton)
1

. 2.221
, WF 3 .54

WP 3 1.66
FP

1 ./7
WS 3 1.29
FS '1 1.33Rs

1 14.21*
WELT 3- .11
WFS .

3 . .34
WPS , 3 .25
FPS

1 .13
WFPS. 3 .. .94,

Residual

R (Pretest vsaosttest)
RW
RF
RP
RS
RWF
RWP
RF p
RWS
RFS
RPS
RWFP
RWFS
RWPS
RFPS
FIWFPS

I

128

1

3
1

1

1

3
3
1

3
1

1

3
3
3
1

3

Residual 128

472.03*
1.90
1.)7
4.76***
2.05
.1.74
2.54
3.04

.43
9.25**

20.42*
1..05
.61

.11

.57

< .00r.
< .001.

***p < .03.
444
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Table 2

Means it,nd 'Standard\ Deviations of Item Difficultitis
on Pretest and Posttest ..

Is )

N.

Typi of Item Mean

Pretest Posttest

S.D. Mean',

Writer (W)1

1 $446.8 18.3
2 49.5 19.2
3 46.7 20.9
4 47.2 19.6

Foil (F):

Wrier's Choice
Algorithmic

Part of speech (P):

Noun
'Adjective

Stem Type (S):

Keyword
Rare Singleton

Test Forms:

-1
2
3
4

5
6
'7
8

All Items

46.
48.8

50.8
14.3

4

48.6
44.2
51.91
51.2
46.9
37.1
53.1

47.

20.1
4.7

20.1
\ 18.2

18.4

17.3
21.4
21.2
18.9
18.3
5

19.8
20.5

19.4

t.,

.

71.6 21.4
72.7 17.4
75.7 20.2
77.5 17.2

74.6 19.4
74.2 . 18.9

4.

,80.4 14.1
68.4 21.5

71.4 16.4
73.4 21.5

39.3 20.4
81.9 17.6
77.0
74.0 21.1
71.9 16.2
72.4 13.4
.67.-9 21.2'
70.9 21.2
74.4 1 19.1

6 % k
ft4, * . ,f..

,,



Tatile .3

Means and Standard Devlationrof item Diffkculties
for Various interaction tffects '

Variable

Ritirated Measure 00

Pretest

. --Mean

Pdsttest

Mean

P and RP Interaction Effects

Noun

Adjective

Average

50.8

44.3

47.6

20:1

18.2

19.4.

80.)
68.4'

74.4

PS-and RPS Interaction Elfects

Noun-bsed Item:

Keyword
Rare Singleton

Adjective-4;ed Item:

st Keyword
Rare Singleton

t

Average

, 61.3
41() 4

39.4
49,1

47.

11

1.5/ 83.5,
18.6

,

14.0
20.6

19.4

67.4
69.4

74.4

I.

_FPS lnteracti Effects s

Writer's Choice Foil:

.Keyword
. Rare Singlet n

Algorithmic F
Keyword
Rare Singleton

'Average

t

52.5 18.2 75.3-
40.2 20.2 . 74.0

48.2 18.6 75.6
49.3 19.0 72.7 (,./

47.6 19.4 74:4

Aierage

S.D. Mean, 'S.D.

14.1

21.5

19.1

65.6

56.3

61.0

14.7

18.1

17.1
41.

12.8 72.4
14.8 58.8 13.8

'

15.6 53.4, ,13.4
26.3 59.3 21.6

19.1 61.0 17.1

17.5 689 1/41613

21.4 57:1 17.9

15.4 61.9 15.8
21.9 61.0 . 18.1 ,

'19 1 17.1

Note. See 1 tordefinitions.

4.
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indcates that noun-based items had greater instrutional sensitivity. than Ad adjective- .
,based items. 1, ..

.. . .

. . -- . , . ..- , .,'An examination of the PS arid RP'S interaction effects in Table.3 further reveals thesource of , the difference, betvAen nouqs and adjectiv*i in tills study. As showti' the-
average clifficulty, of items based on keyword nouns Is 72.4 petcent ceonpared to less than
60 percent`f or the other types Of items. This is because kejtword nouns typically occur in
introductory sentenCes that are very generat and that address the main tOpics of the., entire passage. For example, in. the passage on insect development, the keyword noun
"in ts" appears in the very first senterice, whIcti happens to . be,, a very general

ement- -"The life of most insects. is" short but ktiye." Students can usually answer
uestions derived -from this type of sentence- without havrhg to read "the proseliassage.

Also, keyword noun .items were relatively easy for subjects to recall on the posttest
41,P

(average item difficulty of 8 ), possibly because t
the ssage (set l'aille it). s assumption supports Finn's (1977) hypothesis thak,the,

hey were mentioned several times in
pa

information content of rare s ds is reduced by their higl) text frequency. Although the
fact that keyword adjecti produced the most difficult items (53.4%) appears to be
inconsistent with that ,,,hy sis,' Table 4 shows that ,the keyword adjectives occurred

-e

fewer times than keyword nouns. Thus, Finn's hypothesis does apply, kn that higher textfrequency was related to.the easiness of Items constructed from kqwords. Wish tyct
frequencies of- 2 or..33 the keyword adjectives were very closeeto being rare singletons.

4-

Table 4 .

Question Words Selected from the Passagek .

and Their Text Frequency

a

Rare Sngleton
a

Nouns'

Keyword

Instars
- Cicadas

SilVerfish
Wasps . .

- Appetites

Insect (8)
Insects (20)
Metamorphosis (9)
Egg (8)
Adult (8)

Adjectives

Rare Singleton

Plant-feeding
Pupal
Spine.like
Self-made
Worm-lilee

Keyword

1.%-rntature (3) .

.1ncomplete (2)
Nymphal (2)
Aquatic (2)
Distinctive (2)

Note. The number appearing in pareniheses behind keywords represents text frequency.
klit

The rare si
They had the hig

'of 36.9 'percent.
more difficult-on

eton nouns showeea good pattern of pretest and posttest difficult' s.
t average Instructional sensitivity-40.4 to 77.3 percenta diffeerke

The rare singleton adjectiververe somewhat easier_on the pretest 4nd
the Posttest than'weee the rare singleton nouns.

As sliown. in Table 1, there/yas no main effect for writers (W) or foil type (F), northere a Significant interaction between writers and foil (WF). This result is some
surprising In that' different writers would be expected to write easier, or harder i
when they were allowed to chdose their own foils. -

as
hat

ems

4



Table 1 .does.show one interiKtion (RFS) sinvoltiing foil type. The means and standard
deviatiom of item difficulties ,for That interaction are also included in Table 3. As shown, \
311 of the pbs/test 'eans are very similar. A NevAman,Kuels a poiterJori test of the
gifferences between pretest item difficulties in this interaction, however;revealed that,
among the Items with "wr,iter's choW." foils, the rare-sitilleton items were more difficult'
on the 'pretest than were the keyword items (40.2 vs. 52.5%).

. .

Variance Between Writers .I... -.-.4.- -:-/---
- / % . I

The variability of item 'Hiculties across item writers was exallnined to determine\ whether ttle difficulties of erns constructed with$"writer'schoice" foils varied more
across writers than did the di ficulties of items constructed with algorithmic foils. It Was

' expectet fhat.some writers would, choose very difficult foils for a given 'transformed I
sentence; and others, easy folds. The algorithMic foils, which were chosen at random'irom
matched groups of similar words from the passage;should be free of any ifem-writer bias,

1 ana, hehce, less variable in their effects on item dif9culty.

In ex.am4ng the variability across writers, the focus was on each sentence that was
transformed byi each writer.._.4,s indicated previously, each of the four item-writers
produced multiple-choice items (stem antl foil) for each of the 20 sentefices selected for
transformation. It was, therefore, possible to identify four item difficulties for a given
combination'of sentence and foil technique. For example, for the sentence containing the
keyword adjective "immature," the four'items generated using t "wrIter's choice" foil
method resulted in pretest difficulties of 38, 65, 52, and 37-fer ent respectively, and
posttest difficultkes-of 67, 63, 74, and 52 perfent. The pretest an pothest variabilities
were then calculated 'across these item difficulties, as shown.in Table 5. /

After -all variances of itemifficulties across writers were calculated, they were
:

. ...,--
.

subjected to' a repeatedjneasures ANOVA in which the dependent yariables were the
.natural logarithms of the variances (Scheffe, 1959, p. 83). The.design for this analysis ,
waS 2 x. 2 x 2.x 2 with-the following factorss (1) foil type (writer's choice vs. algorithmic),
(2) part of speech (noun vs. adjective), (3) stem type (keyword vs. rare singletOn question
word), and (4) the repeated measure(pretest vs. posttest). Surprisingly, results showed

-that there were ho significant, main effects or interactions., For 'example, even though the
average variability of 'the writer's-choice foil method was 111.31 percent compared to
73.57" percent for the algorithmic foil method, the differences was not statistically
significant. t. .)

One important limitation Of the present study that ould be mentioned is that only
four item writers were employed. Calculation of varia 'Mies across only four writers is
clearly Susceptible to the influence of any one of the-four item-difficulties. With a larger
sample of writers, the effects may have been more clearly detectable..

) cONCLUS1ONS

The concept of Using a computer-based algorithm to analyze kprose instrtional
materials and to identify high information words (i.e., those that are rare in American
English) apptos to be workable. High information nouns or adjectives identified as rare
singletons (ihose occurring only 'once in a passage) are apparently good candidatesR3i
question words. High information adjectives identified as keywords (those occurring more
thap once in a passage) also_ appear to be good candidates fqr question words, providing
they occur only two or three times. In contrast, keyword nouns gpparently are not good
ca.tlidates, particuJirly when they occur in general introductory sentences: .

>0`

'
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Table044,

4

Variabilities and Stindard Deviations
'of Item Difficulties

St .

Item Types Pretest Posttest /Amerage

Foil;ype:
Writer's Choice ,

e

.

r

,

Var.
SM.

Var.
S.D.

Var.
S.D.

Var.
S.D.

Var.
S.D. ;

Var.
S.D.

i

,

;.

131.39
11.46

6.94
8.36

94.45,
-.9.72

97.30 ).
9.86

.
10.1

102.111,

89 . 93
9.48

101.21
10.06

78.24
8.85

85:463
9.25

92.47
9.62

87.06
9.33

90.95
954

115.31
10.74

73.97
8960

89.93
9.48,

94 . 85
9.74

94.32
9.71

90.44
9.51 .

Algorithmic

Part of Speech:

Noun -

Adjective

-arri Type: ;It

, Keiword

Rare Singleton

.j
(

.!"

RECOMMENDATIONS

I, Rare singleton nouns and adjectives 'and keyword adjectives that occur infre-
quently in instructional material should be used.to select senttnces from prose passages
for transformation into questions that measurt reading-comprehension. yeyword nouns
should pot be used, particularly when they ocair in general, introductory se4tences.

2 Methods of algorithmically generating foils for multiple-choke versions of
sentence-derived questions should be furthcr refined anil applied in itf,arietY of "'subject
matter areas.

9
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APPENDIX

THE PROSE PASSAGE USED IN ME EXPERIMiNT
AND EXAMPLES OF.ITEMS PRODUCED PROM TEXT
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PROSE PASSAG USED IN, THE EXPERIMENT

INSECT DEVELOPME-NT
The hie of must insects is shed but active. Very

few insects has 4. a life span Of more than a year.
liv a life %Ilan 'we mean the tilie flom when the
eget is laid to when the hilly dtvelopcd adult dies.
I A't \ fool. at 5,.. hat halip.rits thliIng this period.

MI ilea i ts ele clop from eggs Ill most cases
thcsc eggs hat. li outside the hfnly of the kmale.
in the fess cases in which the eggs hatch inside
the female the young are horn -alive.- These in-
sects, stilh as the aptuds, ale saul to be viviparous.
i% 5 %Pp' ah ros).

.

Inset t s that hatch from egg, after they have
I ii .eil la id arc said til he livipartnis (oh-vip'-ah-rus).
%1st insects are Os iparons In 'most cases each
i141.4 imultit ... .1 smell. immature insect. However,
,Ii 1 tht,1111 Tr( les 1)1 pa.rilItitt. \A asps (elieyrtids),
the egg may produt e. two or moire young.

Most mscct eggs are sery distinctive. The iize,
shape. i Ir LA( w of .the egg is,different, in most
t ases .I( Ir cach spec lc. of [meet. This enables a
pvrstal 55 lin has made a study of these eggs to
Id/4mi. the insect Nat laid drat Miro as easily
as if lie had seen the mbet. . .

mom Imret eggs are laid in a place that wiU
Pro% Ric . 01111 protection or NO for the young.
Prilte, him is especially im iortiuit to thos4 inseetl
that iivoixs inter m the e g stage. Overwintering

'nteahs that the adult. sect lays i s eggs n the
late summer or earl ark The eg then are dor-
mant until the nest spring when they hatch. Most
of the adults of these species are killed hy the
est from however, th1atchin1 4 of these eggs in

%jinn irodtices ilfiw iinhvidiedsto carry on,,
the srcie's i

,NlootriirMtrfee. iiig inst is instinctively lay their
.1kg, I It1 OMR 4 UM the yonng feed on. 'This in-
i reases the miniature in.sects' chances of survival.
If this fichl of investigation interests yon, the study
and plootegraphN of insewt eggs might make a
go.xl project r

After ref:Thing the proper stage of ilevylopment, .
the ege avilr,hatell. 'The'raing insect can use a
munber of ways to get out of the egg. Some insebts

12

chew their.. way out. Otheri lifve special spinelike
structure's, called egg-bursters, Which cut through
the shell. There are some eggs which have special
weak spots in them. The young insect escapes
from these either by wriggling or by t4king in air
and bursting the shell with internal pressure.
Attar the Egg *Wt.

After hatching, an insects, except 11 le most
primitive, go through a.series of steps in develop-
ment. These stIps are called metamorphosis. The
word met a mor p hos IS comes from two Creek
words:, meta, meaMg to change, and morpho,
meaning form: Thereforeonetamotphosis means
a change in form. This change in form occurs Iti
two different way?. These two ways ure culled
complete and incomplete metamorphosis. The
Jilost primitive insects, such as the silverfish, do
not goithrough in*morphelsis. When thry hatch
they look like theft parents in every way except
that they are smaller. Their slevelopment consists
of growing larger 'anri becoming able to repro-
duce. .

Incomraete Metamorohosis
Insects which 'how this type of M etitmorplibsis

have young which luetk very much like the /jolts
of the species. These )(mature insexis.,are lied
nymphs. With the exception of sonic agnatic spe-
cies. the princifialififferences between the nymphs
and adults'are in size and the presence of wings
(see illustration at the rig0t).

Now think hack to the.descriptionpf the Phy-
lum to which insects belong, Arthropoda. Remem-
ber, one ot the chayacteristics of these animals is
a hard outer eovering called an einskeleton. The
exoskeleton is made of a nonliving substance
called chitin (ki'-tin). Chitin is hard and stiff and
has very little "stretch." Inside the exoskeleton
there is v ry room for growth.

In orde to, grow, the nymph must .eseape this
self-made prison. It -does this by secreting a new
exoskeleton under the old one, When this new
skin is coMplete the old skeletonsplitl'down the

13

'Note. Spetial permission granted by What, Inpect:Is That.? published by,)(erox Educatiyn Publications, (c) 1965 Xerox Corp.
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- back and the insect walks away and leaves it be-
hind. You have probably seen me of tlae dis-

.carded skins, called casts, on _trunks,.
For a time after the insect wards its old skin,

the new exoskeleton is soft. This allows the exo-
skeleton to expand and make room for further
growth.

F.ach of the. perh,4"-etweesi molts is called an
Mater. Some nymphs go through as many. as eight
or more mstars before emerging as adults.

Aquatic species that undergo incomplete meta-
morphosis must go through one more step in de-
velopment. As nymphs thew breathe by means of
gills. These gills Must be ieplaced by air-breath-

. ing organs in the adult stage. This is done in the
list nymphal instar. When it is time fur the adult
to emerge, the nymph rises to the surface and
molts. The fully developed pdult steps out of the
anal nymphal skin with fully developed organ)
for breathing air.

Complete Metamorphosis

' This is the type of metamorphosis 'that most
people are familiar with. Butterflies and moths
has.. complete metamorphosis. There are four
distinct stages: egg, larva, pupa, and adult. Since
the adules_main activity is producing eggs, and
I'm sure you know what these are, we will spend
our time studying the larva and pupa. .

Trie larvae's main job in Ilfe if to eat and grow.
They hat e hugi. appetites. Larvae are,yery differ-
ent from theAdults. They do not have compound

,esi.s, ii:ings, and usually have chewint mouth
part, even in those orders where the adults have
!mucking mouth parts.

A lane mty continue to eat and grow all sum-
mer. As coal weather approaches, it may *build a
cocuein and pass into the pupal stage.

Most of.these insects pass the winter inside the
cocoon. Became no activity is visihlept this time.'
the pupa has been falsely called a 4rAting stage."
'Actually a great deal of activity Is going on. The
wormlike larva is changing into a fully developed
adult. When the weather is warm agein, thii adtdt
emerges from the cocoon, mates, lays .eggs, and
starts the whole maw over again:

14

let's- Get Topther
Most insects reproduce sexually. This means

that to have eggs that wilt-hatch, a male and a
fe'mji)e 1 the species must mate. The questiem is:
!low do they findAirli other?

It has /Seen known for yoors that some of the
sounds via& hv trickets and de:atlas were a type.
4,1 Holm! Al I I pas v to sees how these, inseut,
get timed wt lint what about the insects that do
not make noise; butterflies, for instance?,

.11 has been'eliscovered that the females Ot theSe
species give off a distinctiv>ialor. This odor is
detectable h male insects over great distances.
The male folhns s this scent trail back to the Ie-

.male.
This brings tel mind an interesting esperiinent

veal might try. A friend of mine I mut. caught a re-
cently emerged female Promethea moth. fie lint
the female in a screen rage and set it outside his
window. hi less than two hours the& were more
than tssi:ntsrmales hanging on the outside of the
cage. Why don't vim try this with other kintls of
inseets? It would make a great sties:ye projeet.

Science has used the discovery of these odors tel
help eliminate undesirable insects. It was found
.that femah. cockroaches gave off an attractive.(to
male cockroaches) odor. Scientists have been able
to reproduce this scent and have Cised it to attract'
males tel traps.

Exercises

How Well DM You Read?
1. Name and describe the three types of development
Insects can go througl,.
2..What advankagtli there in insect eggs being laid on
certain pleats?
3. What is metamorphosis? rvnit are the differences
between complete and incomplete metamorphotis?
4 What processes take plate during the grovlh of in
sects? z,
5. Can you think of any idvantages to some insects in
being born "alivir?

Read A IitTR Mora
1. Lemmon, S., An About Moths and Suited/les,
New York: Random House, 1956.

15

Note. Special permission grantediby What Insect is That? pubiiphed
by Xerox Education Publicattons; (c) 1965.Xerox CoSrp.
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EXAMPLES OF ITEMS PRODUCED FROM TEXT

I. 14yword NounMetamorphosis.
446;

a. Text Sentence(s): Aftg, hatching4 all insects, except the most primitive,
go through a series of steps IA development.. These

.steps are cal,led metamorphosis.

b. Items (Stem and Foilb) Produced by Item Writers:

(1) What are the series of steps in insect development called?

(a) Maturation (c) 'Symbiosis
(b).Metamorphosis (d) Meitosis

(2) What are the Steps insects go,through in developMent calledf

(a) Metamorphosis (c) Larxs
(b) Arthropoda (d) Pupa

//'

(3) Whatrare a series of Ateps in development called?

(a) Reproduction (c) Metamorphosis
(b) Larvae (d),Changes

A
(4) What are the series of steps in insect de elopment called?

. (a) Enovtid (c) Arthorpoda
(b) Instar (d) Metamorphosis

c. Foils Produced Algorithmically:

Growths
Met.4morphosis
Types

Activities

2. Rare Singleton Noun--Silverfish.

a. Text Sentence: The most primitive insectit such as the silverfish, do
not go through metamorphoTis.

-b.. Items (Stem and Foils) Produced by Item Writers:

(1),What does not go through metamorphosis? .The

(a) Moth (c). Nymphs
(b) Silverfisk (d) Butterfly

(2) What do not go through metamorphosis? The most.primitive insects,
such as

,

(a) Silverfish (c)
N

Spiders
(b) Termites (d) Moths

(3) wbpt insects do not go through metamorphosis? The primitive, such as

(a) Eggs (d) Chitin
'''(b) Silverfish (d) Butterflies

, .
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(4) The mOst primit,ive insfts, such as what, do not go through metemorphosia?

(a) tutterflies- (c) Caninpq,
(b) 5ilverfish (d). Cicadas,

Voila Produced AlgorithmUally:

Silverfish
Femaies
Andividuals
Wapps'

3. Keyword 'AdiectiverImmature.

a. Texr-Senrwce: In most eases, eactisgg produces a single immature insert.

b. Items (Stem and Foils) Produced I)); Item Writers:

(1) What does each egg produce in moat cases? A single

(a) Immature insect (c) Adolescent insect
(b) Adultinsect (d). Mature insect

0
(2) What:does each egg produCe in Aost cases? A single ,

(a) OviparoUS. inse,ct (c) Mature insect.
(b) Nymphal insect (d) Immature insecet

(3) In most cases, what does-each egg produce? A single

(a) Dormant insect (c) Adult insect
(b) Adult insect (d) Immature insect

(4) What does each egg prodtice0 single

(a) Immature insect (c) Round insect
th) Mature ubsect (d) Adult insect

c: Foils Produced AlgorithmicallY:

, Complete insect
Distinct insect
Immature insect
Incomplete insect

4. Rare Singleton Adjective--Pupal.

49,

2

a. Text Sentence(s): A larva may continue tco eat and grow all summer. Aa

cold weather approaches, it may build a cocoon and
par into the Qupa4 stage.

b. Items (Stem and Foils) Produced by Item Writers:

(1) What may a larva do as the cold weather approaches? Build a cocoon

and pass intq the

(a) Nymphal stage (c) Pupal stage
(b) Parasitic stage (d) Molt stagel

Ar4



A (2) As cold weather approaches, 4 larva may build axocoon and pass
into what?

(a) Infant stage (-) Butterfly stage
(b) Adult stage Nptil stage

I.

(3) Into what stage may the larva pAs as...cold weather approaches and
it build a cocoon? The

11/

(aP harval stage
(e) PlIpa_t stage

(c) Skeletal stage
(d) Nymphal stage

(4) As isold weather,approach , what may a larva do? Build a copoon
and pass into the

(a) Pupal stage (c) Dormant stage
GO Hibernation stage (d)_Resting stage

) .

c Foils Produced Algorithmically:

pupitl. stage

Nymphal stage
Parasitic stage
Insect stage

NA*
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